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QUESTION 1

By using the fulltext scraping method, the robot is able to Options are : 

A. Get editable text 

B. Get hidden information 

C. Get entire visible text 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following types of variables can be defined in UiPath Studio? Options are : 

A. Number 

B. GenericValue 

C. DataTable 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

When requesting a work item from Orchestrator Queues using the Get Transaction Item activity, you need to specify the
following: 

Options are : 

A. The name of the Queue and the number of items to be retrieved 

B. The name of the Queue, the number of items, and a filtering expression 

C. The name of the Queue which contains that specific work item 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which option should you use in order to publish your automation locally? Options are : 

A. Either of the three 

B. Run 

C. Custom 



D. Robot defaults 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What robots can be selected when you start a job from Orchestrator? Options are : 

A. Any robot you have access to according to your role permissions 

B. Any robot provisioned in Orchestrator 

C. Any robot in the same environment as the process to be executed 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which emails are deleted if you use Get IMAP Mail Messages with the Delete Messages property set to true? 

Options are : 

A. Only the emails that were marked as previously read 

B. There is no Delete Messages property for the Get IMAP Mail Messages activity. This option is available only for Get
Exchange Mail Message 

C. The ones in the list that is retrieved by the Get IMAP Mail Messages activity 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Where should credentials be stored?S elect all the options that apply Options are : 

A. In windows Credential Store 

B. Directly inside the worflow, as variables 

C. In Orchestrator, as assets 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following are considered best practices? Options are : 

A. Start your new sequence with a short annotation meant to explain the purpose of the workflow 



B. Think about the exceptions that might occur during the execution of the process 

C. Include a Should Stop activity at the end of the workflow 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

How can you trigger another workflow from within your current one? Options are : 

A. You cannot trigger another workflow 

B. By using the invoke method activity 

C. By using the invoke workflow file activity 

D. By using the open application activity 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

While automating an installation wizard, a pop-up window may or may not appear. What can you use to close the
window without stopping the workflow? 

Options are : 

A. Use a Click activity and set its TimeoutMS property to 30 

B. Use a Click activity inside a Try Catch activity 

C. Use a Click activity with the ContinueOnError property set to True 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

What happens in the Init state of the Main workflow, in the UiPath Robotic Enterprise Framework template? 

Options are : 

A. The robot checks if the previous transaction is complete and then starts the next one 

B. The transaction items are extracted from the Queue 

C. The robot reads the configuration file and initializes all the required applications 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 12

Which is the bets way to navigate to a specific page in a web browser? Options are : 

A. Use the Navigate To activity Inside an Attach Browser container 

B. Use a Type Into activity with a full selector 

C. Use the Type Into activity inside an Attach Browser container 

Correct Answer: A 
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